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ON LOCAL MEROTOPIC CHARACTER 
Petr SIMON, Praha 
Merotopic spaces represent one type of non-classical 
continuity structures* They were introduced by M. Katfctov 
in 14]• It is known that there are certain relations be* 
tween merotopic spaces and other structures. In the pre-
sent paper, we shall study the merotopic spaces and the 
topology induced by the given merotopy on the same set. 
In the first part, we recall preliminary definitions 
and propositions; see [33»C4]. In the second part, we gi-
ve a construction of an important class of merotopis spa-
ces over the given closure space , and we define the no-
tion of the local merotopic character. We shall study tho-
se subsets of a given merotopy which detannine in a spe-
cified sense (see 2.4) a neighbourhood system of a given 
point. We call the least cardinality of such a subset a 
local merotopic character of a point. We are interested 
in the problem, what are the values of the local meroto-
pic character of a fixed point for merotopies inducing the 
given closure. Such a set of cardinal numbers may be re-
garded as "the merotopic spectrum" of the given closure 
AMS, Primary 54A20, 54A25, 54E15, 54E99 - Ref.2. 3.966 
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(in a fixed point). We ahall prove that thia "spectrum" 
contains always a certain interval of cardinal numbers. 
(Theorem 2.11.) 
In the third part, we ahall solve the same problem 
in special cases. We shall find the "merotopic spectrum" 
of merotopies inducing the finest non-discrete topology. 
Further 9 we ahall raatrict ourselves only to the "natural*
1 
merotopies; i.e., merotopies which say be conaidered aa 
images of closures under an embedding of the category of 
cloaure spaces into the category of merotopic spaces. 
We ahall study the set of possible local characters of a 
fixed point with respect to an embedding functor and a 
given closure. We ahall show that under these conditions 
there are large "gapa" in the "apectrum". 
The notation and symbols from [1] are used. 
We assume the generalized continuum hypothesis 
Jr 
(GCH) in the form #^ M =- 2 for each cardinal * . 
OP-J-4 ac 
1. 
Let £ be a set . Let T a Qjcfp &x*i % be such 
that 
( i ) If ttl 0 T, WlA c &cp, Z and to each M e 7TL 
there i s an Ji e Ifl^ with MA c JA (we aay that 
ffl.^ minorities Ht )> then also 7H. e T : 
( i i ) i f TfL u m* e T than % € r o? 77L e T % 
( i i i ) ( ( * ) ) e r for a l l * e £ ; 
(iv) i0) e T , 0 $ r . 
Then r i s called a merotopic structure, or a merotopy 
on £ j < E , r > i* termed a merotopic space. Mem-
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bers of V are said to be micromeric. 
r -continuous (or continuous) mapping 
* ' < £- - -T, > —-> < £„ , T- > i8 such a mapping that 
-f £ 171 J 6 T* whenever ?ft c T . Merotopic apa-
4 2. i A 
ces with r -continuous mappings form a category. We 
shall 8ay that Y^ is finer than T\ (and note Yi £ 
--r Y2 ) f iff the identity mapping * ; < E , Tn > —• 
—> < E ^ T > is r -continuous, or, equivalently, iff 
i; c r2 . 
A merotopic cover ( F -cover) X of the apace 
< E ? r > is such a cover of the set E that for any 
1Yt e r there exist a Z e X and an M € 771 with 
M c Z • All merotopic covers form a filter under the 
refinement order. On the other hand, for a given non-void 
system il of covers of a set E there exists only one 
merotopy Y on E such that il is the collection of 
all F -covers, assuming just that il is a filter under 
the refinement order* 
Let T be a merotopy on a set £ . A system 9 , 9 c 
c r will be called fundamental, if Y c Y^ when-
ever YA is a merotopy on E, with 9 c Y^ . 
A merotopic space < E -, Y > will be called a fil-
ter-merotopic space (and Y a filter-merotopy) if there 
exists a fundamental system for Y consisting of filters. 
Let < £ , T> be a filter-merotopic apace. Then there 
exists a Y -fundamental system 9 consisting ef filters 
such that F is exactly the collection of all ftl c exft £ , 
minorizing some 771̂  e 8 . 
The micromeric collection 771 is localized at a 
point x e E if [ t f l ] u ( x ) e T , The merotopy Y 
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(and also the apace < £, r > ) will be called loca-
lised iff either £ « 0 or every micromeric 7fl is 
localised ( at aome point of £ ). 
Let r be a merotopy on a set £ • for every 
X c £ let <"-r X conaiat of all x c £ such 
that for aome micromeric 711 t H m M implies x c 
e M and M. r\ X * 0 . Then AA, is a closure 
structure on £ , induced by the merotopy T • 
There exist many merotopiea on a set £ , inducing a 
given closure AJL for a set £ . We shall notice two of 
them: the coarsest localised filter-merotopy F^ which 
has a fundamental system consisting of all neighbourhood 
systems (TCx) of all points x € £ , and the finest 
merotopy T with a fundamental system 9 defined in 
the following way: W, 6 9 iff there exist «x e £ 
and A c £ such that x € Af , and 1ft » i Cx9 <%,))<&>€> At. 
A merotopic space < £ , r > will be called a semi-
separated merotopic space iff the induced closure AJUV is 
semi-separated. This condition is fulfilled if and only if 
( ( # y /y, )) 4* T for any two distinct points x , fy c £ . 
2. 
-"•-*• Definition. Let < £ , T > be a merotopic apace, 
We shall call a merotopy e** T c T an easential part 
of the merotopy T , iff QJ** V ia the coarsest locali-
sed merotopy finer than Y • 
The, merotopy e** T exiata for any < £ . , ! ? > • 
This follows from the definition of induced topology* 
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2*2. Proposition, ^g^r ** ^v *0r 0Vtry meroto-
pic apace < £ , V > . (The proof is obvious.) 
2*3* Theorem. Let < E , u, > be a semi-separated clo-
sure space. Let x e £ ; let &tx) be a neighbourhood 
system of x and let li e 0* (x) . Let 71 c *XA% E 
be a system satisfying 
(i) H e n a implies x e .N -
(ii) u u a » u . 
Put X a « Tl^u CC/^)I/^4»x? and let 1^ be a me-
rotopy on E such that { 2J I it e C7Cx ) ? forms a 
subbaae of all r x -covers. Let T & U<Vx\xmLlt . 
Then «u-p -* <u* . Moreover, whenever Y^ is a mero-
topy such that AA*T sz AJL 7 then putting ft » *ta/t (C x ) , X ) 
for x e E and every T\ -cover & f we obtain the me-
rotopy es>6 F . (The symbol A*a/t. CC* ), X ) denotes 
the set < Z I Z e 0?, x € Z J .) 
Proof of the first part is obvious and the second fol-
lows immediately from this easy proposition: Let < E , AA, > 
be a closure space. < £ , r > a merotopic space and AA* S 
>- AJL . Then { **_ (x ) I X is a T -cover I is a neigh-
bourhood system of x • (The symbol /*&^ f* ̂  denotes 
the set U < ZI Z e af, x « Z T .) 
2*4. Definition. Let < E , T > be a merotopic space, 
let x € E • Local merotopic character of a point x is 
the least cardinality 0*x such that there exists a sys-
tem A c r with <xvucL A & 6~x for which these 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) m e 6 implies x e (IW ,• 
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(ii) for every choice M ^ € Tfi there exists a neigh-
bourhood 0 of the point * in the closure apace 
< E , JUUV > such that 0 c U < M m i T& e A f . 
It follows from Theorem 2*3 that the system 
A m i17l \m e eM>T, x e O W } satisfies (i) and (ii). 
2*5* Theorem. Let < £ , r > be a semi-separated me-
rotopic apace. Then 0"JC » 4 for all # e £ if and 
only if e*rf> T -» TH • 
Proof. Let * € £ and let (?(*) be its neigh-
bourhood system. Let €*>* T * 1̂ , » Then obviously ffjc =*• 
» 4 since the system A equals to C (f (x ) ) . 
Let & x m A . The aystem A contains exactly one micro* 
meric collection) say 171 . Each M c 771 is a neighbour-
hood of ,x in < £ f M*V > by 2.4 (ii). If there exists 
a neighbourhood 0 of a point <x such that for all M « 
€ 1h is M - 0 non-void, then x c <u*v ( £ - 0 ) , 
which is a contradiction. Thua Tfl * 0 Cx) and e*>*> I* • 1̂ , 
^•6. Theorem. Let < £ , 1^ > and < £, T 2 > he mero-
topic spaces, for which *JLp =s AA*P holds, and let r be 
finer than T% . Then & & -£* 61 jc for every x € £ 
( €£ * is the local merotopic character of x in the 
space < £ > r \ > , 4 » 4, 2 ). 
Srg£f.Clearly £, -* Tz implies «** 1^ - *** r£ . 
For 1*4,1 let Â ** m l m « «** r4 ., x c n m 1 . 
Clearly Ai c A2 . If A* c -e** XV, is the system sa-
tiafying 2.4 (i),(ii) and if ea/w*, A1 * 6̂  * 9 then (sin-
ce A1 c ii c A £ ) A'' has the same properties in 
< £ , T^ > . Stoua 6̂  x .6 ccucaL A4 « 5J * . 
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2«7* Definition. Let < E , AA> > be a cloaure space, 
let x c E . y -character of x (notation y x ) is 
the least cardiaality of a neighbourhood of x ; i.e. 
y x m oouccL 0 } where 0 is a neighbourhood of x such 
that CCJUL 0Q £. ca^d H for every neighbourhood VL of 
x . 
2*8* Definition. Let < E > -a- > be a closure space, 
lei x € £ . Consider the index set A with the following 
property: 
(1) There exists a neighbourhood 0 of x and a disjoint 
system -C K ^ I oc c A 1 where R^ c £, x e Jt^ for e-
very oc- c A , and U ^ R ^ I oc € A J 3 0 . 
CJT -character of x (notation <fx ) is the least up-
per bound of the set -C co/t-ct A I A satisfies (1) 1 . 
2.9* Let < E , M, > be a semi-separated closure spa-
ce, x e E and ^ x the local character of x . Then 
A & 6"x ** T<* 9 
4 .£ tfx -6 «/i* T x 
for every merotopy r on £ inducing AJL . 
Proof. As a consequence of 2.6 it suffices to verify 
the proposition for the finest merotopy T inducing u, . 
Let 0Q be a neighbourhood of x with cxxtod, OQ m >yx . 
Let (T(\x) be a neighbourhood base of x with cardinality 
^ x such that 0 e 0"Cx) implies 0 c 0 
Let us choose an x 6 U for each U € (X (x) 
and form 171 « < (x, x^) I VL € (T (* ) J . Let j4 be the 
system of all such W, . Clearly, the firat inequality 
holds for A . The second inequality holds for A 1 c T 
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conei sting of all 1tl̂  = { ( , x , / ^ , ) | ^ e X ? for all 
X c 0o with * € X ' . 
Both systems satisfy 2.4 (i),(ii). 
2.10. Remark. The bounds given in 2.9 are the beat 
possible in the sense that there are examples of spaces 
with ex m fx or &x *s exfi> #*** . On the other 
hand, there is a topology such that the upper bounds from 
2.9 can be reached by no merotopy inducing it. To see a 
part of it let us consider the following two spaces: 
a) < P ? -a* > is a set (0)u i j U < ^ 5 endo-
wed with the relativization of usual topology for real num-
bers. 
b) < fit, nr > ie the eet of real numbera with thid 
topology: A c (3 ie clo3ed iff it ia finite or A » (2 . 
In the case a) both upper bounds for &x are equal to 
et.fi/ KQ as ^ 0 » X0 and ccwct P » rtQ in < F, u* > 
and 0" 0 ss <jofh H for the fineat merotopy Ton P indttciitgr ̂ • 
In the caae b) % 0 » eicfi, tfQ and the cardinali-
ty of each neighbourhood of 0 ia 4Jc{v K 0 , ao both 
upper bounds for & 0 are the same and equal to 
-e*-fv &cp, x 0 * Chooaing A condiding of all Tfl -= 
» { ( 0 , * ) U e 5 , 5 is countable infinite 1 in the fi-
nest merotopy T , we obtain 0x & CMJVOL A » -e&fh tf . 
An interesting question remains: Let < E , ̂  > be a 
semi-separated closure space and let j<* equal to # * 
for the finest merotopy inducing AA, . Given a cardinal num-
ber s^ with A 6 ^ <£ ,K f does there exiat a merotopy 
r for < £ ? AJL > such that .a. » ^c and 6~o< » K ? 
In other words, we are interested in the question what are 
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the possible characters. The following theorem gives a par-
t i a l answer to this question. 
2.11. Theorem. Let < £ , AJU > be a semi-separated clo-
sure space, * e £ . Then for every cardinal number K- 3 
\ £ K~ & cAx , there exists a filter-merotopy r in-
ducing AA, with €x m Jf- • 
2.12. Lemma. Let < £ , .u, > be a semi-separated clo-
sure space, # e £ and l e t there exist a system 
55 c etfv .E with the following properties: 
( i ) ft i s a f i l t e r base of some proper f i l t e r &* on 
( i i ) 3 e © implies -x e 3 ' , x e C £ - B )' j 
( i i i ) for each 3^ e Si there exists a 3* € 3h with 
x 6 <3 i - 3 a ) ' ; 
(iv) i f 8 4 c B , caJtcL ft. < ccuusL, Jl then r\ A, e 5 \ 
Then there exists a filter-merotopy T inducing <u, 
with 6~J< -* cartel 3 . 
Proof of 2.11: Let J-J be a cardinal number. Let KO 
be the least cardinal number such that there exists a 
transfinite sequence of ordinal numbers f f I c < co^ I 
converging to c->̂  , We shall write # =• cf K . 
Since cf,x £ K * , * e c a n ^ind a system «C S y I <ar 6 C I 
which i s disjoint , x c S* for every -y c C , 
^ < $ T I 7* € C 1 i s a neighbourhood of x and ca**c6 C = 
First, suppose that cf x = «tt- . Denote 3K a? 
* U < S r l f e C - X i for every non-void K c C with 
txvod K <• ccucci C . Then the family & m i 3K I K c C , 
oaKdL K -c zxvuL C i sa t i s f ies 2.12 ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , (iv) 
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((iv) follows from the condition cf ̂  =s #^ ). The 
statement of Theorem 2*11 follows from 2*12* 
Secondly, let ^ -* cf .K, -*c K* . Then there ex-
ists a sequence < ./*rL I L < o^ } such that 4 cut U < o)^ J 
converges to o>a and cf K c -» -H*t < ^ holds for all xfc , 
L -< cOj 
Consider a disjoint union C » C *f H u I t < c*)^ , 
<.xvtc6 X = .K * • Define on each subapace $L =• 
« U < 5 r ir € W c * u <* ) the merotopy 1^ with 
6 x sz H in the same way as in the first part* Let 
4* 4* 
$ be a r -fundamental system and let id c -e*& T 
with co/ut Au m 61* satisfy 2.4 (i),(ii). Let M^ 
be a filter with the base: -C U< $L I t, «r co^ f L ^ F I A O I 0 a 
neighbourhood of x . F a finite set of ordinal numbers } 
and let U < $ L U < ctf̂  3 u CTtt̂  ) be a V -fundamen-
tal system* 
Put A * U i A^\ L *=- 0£ # i u (7fl ) ..It is easy to pro-
ve that A satisfies 2*4 (i),(ii), and that ca*d, A * K- . 
In the way of contradiction let us suppose ^ « 6\x -c tf . 
Let us choose #, >* KL. . Then the restriction of T to L »e 
D. has its local meretopic character at x not greater 
than j* . Since this restriction coincides with 1"! , this 
is a contradiction with # # « - * * . 
It remains to prove 2*12* 
Proof of 2»12* Let CTĈ f-) be the neighbourhood system 
of y , for each y , e Z . Let us define the T -funda-
mental system 3 in the following way: 
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m o « i 3 n U u ( x ) I U € 0 ' ( ' , x ) , 3 € 3 J , 
7ft « { C £ - 3 ) ^ U u C x ) J U € (TCx) } 
B 
and l e t .A « C ?7l0 ) u i tfiB I 3 € 3 J . 
It ia simple to verify that T i s a filter-merotopy 
inducing AU and cakdL A -» eo4&c£ 3 '. 
We verify 2.4 ( i ) , ( i i ) for A . 2 .4( i ) i s obvious. 
I*t -M.~ € 771 be chosen for each 771 € A . Then >!«, 
i s of the form M« * 3«ri U u Cx ) and there exists a 
V e fr(ix) contained in L-H M^ 1 ?7l e A } because 
1 
Thus we have 2.4 ( i i ) . 
It remains to prove that ccuvcL A is really the 
minimal cardinality of the system fulfilling 2.4 (i),(ii). 
Suppose that there exists A^ c F with caxcL A <-• 
< ca**e6 ii having all the needed properties. We may 
assume A. c A , because F is a filter-merotopy and 
A c 0 . Let 3,, c 3 be defined by B c 3^ iff 
WL. e iJL . Since cajui, 3. -c ca*ct 3* the aet L * 
m n 3^ is by (iv) non-void, by (ii) x is a cluster 
point pf L , and by (iii) there exists a 3 * e 3 with 
* c < I, - »* V . 
Suppose that Ut0 4- A . Let V be the neighborhood 
ot *, V c U <Mm I 5 e ^ } . Since * £ I,' , 
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0 A L - C*x) ia non-vaid for every 0 e Crf<*> . Thaa 
0 4» V n L - C o < ) c u<M<m,^ , * € A J ° x c 
c U « C £ - 3 I B * » i J n L . » 
• ( E - n < B I J c 8 J ) n I » C E - L > A L * 0 
which ia a contradiction. We see that M0 must belong to 
At -
Since x e CL - 3*>' , it ii 0 A CL-£*>-Cx> * 0 
for every 0 ei &(#) .Let U8 choose M0 6 77Z0 auch 
that H0 m C3* n U > u C* > . Let V be a neigbourhood 
of x with V c U { M ^ I 3 € 3,1 u AL * We have 
70,^ 1 O 
0 + CL -3*) n V~ C*) c CL -3*> n 
n ( U < M ^ l 3 e &,} v M0) c CL-3*> A CU<£-3 ! 3 € 3̂  Ju 
u 3*) «CL~3*> A CC£-n^B«Bc 3^3)u 3*) -
*-CL-3*> A CC£-L)u3*>- CL-3*) A C£-CL-3*» - # 
which ia a contradiction. 
Thue we have that the cardinality of A cannot decrea-
se. The lemma ia proved* 
2.13. Lemma (Kuratowski, [6]). Let F be a mapping 
defined for all ordinal numbers f <: ca^ auch that 
F C f ) ia a aat of cardinality ^ whenever £ -c CJL̂ , . 
Than theme exiata a mapping <? ( f ) defined for all £ <r 
-c: cd^ with the following propertied: 
<5Cf> A &Cf'> - j8 for f * f ; 
<JCf> c FCf) for all § -* o>̂  ; 
c**<* ff C|)» tf^ for all f * Oj. . 
timing Kuratowaki'e Lemma ona can prove that in every 
apace with ^ -= 3*# thera exiata a collection 
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i& I oc e A } having the property 2.8 (1) and with 
co/c-ct A * fX . In this case we have the following 
Corollary. Let < E , AA, > be a aemi-separated space 
and let x e E , \x & <yx Then for every cardinal 
number s^ with f * %^ &, fx there exists a meroto-
py F inducing AA, such that 6\x * ̂ ^ . 
3. 
3.1. Now we shall study the spaces with fine nen-dis-
crete topology, i.e. the spaces with exactly one non-isola-
ted point x > for whose neighbourhood system (X(x ) the 
family <U « I (fix )) 1 n (£ ~ (x )) is an ultrafilter on 
E - <x) . Since cTx a- 4 for fine non-discrete spa-
ces, Theorem 2.11 says nothing new about its merotopics. 
3.2. Proposition. Let < E , AJU > be a fine non-discre-
te closure space and let r be the finest merotopy on E 
inducing AM . Then e'x * %# for the non-isolated point 
x € E . 
Proof. Let A c F satisfy 2.4 ( i ) , ( i i ) . Then 
CXVLOL A « cxvocL C P m l I ^ - Cx) - {<&\ (x ,<&) e 171}, m e A i 
and the collection on the right hand side must be a base of 
a neighbourhood system. 
3*3. Definition. Let ^6 be an ul traf i l ter on a set 
E . We shall ca l l % to be an x ^ -u l t ra f i l t er , i f 
D i l l J L l . e ^ ^ e l i belongs to % for every I , 
OOULOL I -6 K^ • 
3*4. Theorem (OCH). Let < E , r > be a semi-separa-
ted merotopic space, AA,V the fine non-discrete closure, x 
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the non-ieolated point of < 5, xcp > 7 <TCx ) ita neigh-
bourhood system and C(TCx)3 n ( I ~ (x)) an K^-
ultrafilter. Then &x *. \ impliea #** *> .K^^ • 
Proof. We shall ahow that A cannot fulfil 2.4 (ii) 
for every A c F with 4 4> co/t*£ A .<* J C ^ . L«* 
A c r be fixed with cxuut A & tf„ ^ ̂  which haa 
the property 2.4 (i). Let ua write A -» < 1TiL I L < °>«,+* * ' 
Put tt» tore* >j A ( £ - CJC» and 77z; -= c m J - Ĉ c) . 
l » ** 
Put Lt̂  • E . We can find A., e mj , A^ $ 11 
(aince e"\x 4. 4 ) , thua "̂  a U^-A^-Cx) belonga to *H, 
consequently there exists a 3^ & TlV , 3 . c Y > 3^ £ ^ 
(aince '#L minoriaea CTC* ) ) . 
Put li, * £ - U fA^ u 3 ^ U < u ? for t < ogC+i . 
Since *?t i s an ^ -u l traf i l ter and a l l the sets £ -
- ( A u 3 ) ~ (x) belong to ^ , i t i s U. € <U . Since 
TDi' minorizes % and 6~.x -# 4 , there exists an A € 
€ W with A c U A £ <& . Put V =r li - A^ - C*) 
and l e t ua chaose a 3 . € %' with 3 £ *U 9 3t c V . 
We c m p u t A r U U J t < o j ^ *, 3 » U l B t U < a>rf4/f J -
If the collection A f u l f i l s the condition 2.4 ( i i ) t then 
both A end 3 belong to <2£ . Clearly A n 3 sc 0 end so 
at leaat one of the sets A , 3 i s net a member of 01 * 
Thia i s a contradiction, thus o"\x & «**<*• 2 • 
3 .5 . It was shown in 2.11 that there are many different 
values of &x for a given closure apace. The only reatric-
tion on the merotopy was given, namely that i t induces the 
given closure. The situation changes i f we add another natu-
ral condition. 
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Let < Ŝ , IJ > , <EZ , Tz > b© m©r©t©pic ©paces. Let a 
mapping f ; < E^, T^ > —* < J5̂ , 1̂  > b© continuous if and on-
ly if the mapping f ; < ^ , >ttr > —• <.EJ>2, -u-r > i© continu-
ous. In other words, w© shall study a local morotopic cha-
racter with respect to embedding© F of the category of ••-
mi-separated closure spaces into the category of merotopic 
•pace© which preserve the underlying set functor* A trivial 
©x©mpl© ©f ©uch ©mb©dding is th© funct©r < E , M , > — * <E9T^>. 
In this case Gx s 4 for all x m, E and every < E ,<u*> * 
Other examples: < £ T > is an image ©f < £ , M. > , 
i n 7 
i f f r i s th© finest merotopy inducing AA, >, < E , Tz > i s 
an image ©f < E , M, > i f f th© collection© 
W* • *M„ u C,x)la€ A, Ai» (x , k ' > a H form a T9 -funda-
x ft* ' A. eu* .£ 
mental system for each .x e £ and far each net X « 
a? { x ^ k e A , A i© directed} converging to x e £ • 
< E , F 3 > ie an image ©f < E , <u> > iff the £-f undamen-
tal system $ consists of all Wl m {11 u (x)\ 11 c ̂  ? , 
wh©r© *2t is an ultrafilt©r converging t© x e E . 
3.6- Propoaition*Let F be an embedding ©f th© cate-
gory of semi-separated closure spaces into th© category of 
merotopic spaces. Let tf*x -#4 in F ( £ , ̂  ) for a spa-
ce < E , M, > and an x € E , Then for ©v©ry cardinal tf^ 
th©r© exists a space < E 0 , F0 > with a point xQ such that 
%*o * ** • 
This follows from the fact that the continuity of pro-
jection© implies the existence of such xQ in F < E . ^ > *. 
3*7. Theorem* Given a cardinal number jf , there ex-
ists an embedding F ©f th© category of semi-separated 
closure spaces into the category of merotopic spaces such 
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that 6",x *# 4 implies 6\x -> j* . 
Proof. We aha11 construct a merotopy r for every 
closure apace < .B, ̂  > auch that T <Z t*o> » < .£ , r > 
will be the desired embedding. 
Let < E, M, > be a aemi-separated cloaure apace and 
x e £ . L*t A w be a set Av « •{ ̂  / <IL is an ul-
trafilter on £ - (*x). * is a cluster point of <U 1 . The 
fundamental system for F consists of all CCx)) and of 
all collections 1flA x c &cfi £ •* the form ftt^ =• 
» 0 { C ^ 3 u C*)I46«>1| where A a A^ } caxd A & ^ . 
It is clear that F defined by F < - E , ^ > - - r < £ , r > is 
an embedding, for a continuous image of an ultrafilter con-
verging to x ia an ultrafilter converging to the image of 
x , Evidently, AJI*T m AA, . 
Suppoae that there exiata a point *x * £ with 6\x & 
& & . Then there exists As? <M I Wl e -e** F f with CAJCCL A m 
oc 
= tf*. & # . Further% l e t M^ € M . Then there exists 
a neighbourhood 0 of a point * such that 
0 c UiMfo \1Jfl € A } . Since we may assume that a l l Ifl e A 
are filters of the form mentioned above, we have 
n^ffl I Hi € Aj-stTCoO where 0*(x) i s a neighbourhood aya-
tem of x . But Wl m niilll u Cx) 1 *UL e Am } and 
&<x>od Am J6 tf^ , thus the inequality cxvod A & &^ * J^-
* j * holda for Am UiA^ I'M, e A 1 and conaequent-
ly nKL*lllu Cx)\%L e A} belongs to T. As 
nam u ( *M «t « .A? s n<-7nim e A \ * etc*) 
i t i s <TCx) e F and &x -» 4 * 
3.8. Theorem. Let F be an embedding of the category 
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of semi-separated closure spaces into the category of aero-
topic spaces. Consider [0,4] with its usual topology. 
Then Cx * 4 implies 6V > tf0 for every *x e F 10, 41 . Assu-
ming (CH), then &x in F £0, 4 J can reach only two va-
lues, 4 and txqt, #0 . 
Proof. Let F be an embedding and let < 10, 4 J, V > -» 
» F I O,')] , Let 1^ denote the interval t 4/<n, + 4, */m J . 
W.l.o.g. we may assume that x = 0 . 
We say that a set L c r 0, 4 J has a property (V), 
if there exists a continuous mapping f * I, -+ t 0. 4 1 which 
maps L onto t 0, 4 1 . 
We say that a set L c [ 0 , U has a property (F), 
if there exists an infinite sequence { Jk^ f of natural 
numbers such that the set 1^ n L has a property ( V) 
for all m, <. o0 . 
Denote by P the following proposition: 
"for each non-void subset L c I 0 , 4 J with the 
property C F ) 9 for each IS € e** F and for each V 
neighbourhood of x there exist a U neighbourhood of x , 
U, c V and a set M. & 171 with M c U such that 
0 A C L - M ) has a property C F ) for every neighbour-
hood Of of * ; 0 c U 
Either P o n P must hold. 
I. We shall prove that F -=> e'x > .X0 . Suppose 
that 6"»x -£ ̂ 0 . Then there exists a system A c= «e*6 T , 
QAUUL A £ rf , satisfying the conditions of 2.4. We 
shall write A -* < M^ } . Let W^ denote the neigh-
bourhood E 0, Vm, J . 
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For L4 « r 0, 4 3 , m^ c A and ^ « W1 there 
exiet U . c K , i « W . . M, c 11, »uch that the aet 
C o (L - M ) **•• • property CF > for each neighbour* 
1 1 
hood £7 c VL « ao there exists a natural number Jê  auch 
that Hf4 c ^ , Since W ^ A (1^ - Jidi ) haa the proper-
ty ( F ) , X A (L - JM ) *• uncountable. Cheese an x e 
7 ^ i 1 1 • ** . 
€ K. A ( L - M , ) end let i, > Jk be a natural number 
with *f + H^ . 
Let x1f xif ,.,, x t „ 4 be defined. As W ^ A 
n ( L - M„ ) has a property (F ) , we can set I,, * W- n 
o ( L - M, ).Put V. * \ and let m, e A . Then there 
exist a neighbourhood U^ if x , U t c )J and a aet Mt -5 
e IŴ  with M^ c U, such that the set Of A C L t - JĤ  ) 
has the property C F ) for each neighbourhood &, 0 c U£ . 
Let Jê  be such a natural number that to, > ^ ^ •no-
\ c \ . Since the set W^ n (^ - M^ ) is uncountable, 
there exists a point x e W^ A C L - Mt > • k*t us 
choose ^ > Jt̂  with x& $ W-
If &x is finite, say /m- m e'x f then 
( M 1 u M l u . . . u Jl^) n W V A ( I ^ - M ^ ) i* void, and the 
point * is a cluster point of the set M/̂ , A C L ^ - A.!^) 
(because this set has the property C F ) ). If erx ** #Q 
then the sets U { M • I i <-* &>A f and •{ x, I i < fiJL ? **• 
1* O *v O 
disjoint, and the sequence { x^ J converges to x . 
In both cases we have found JvL, e 771 . which cannot 
cover any neighbourhood of X » From this contradiction it 
follows that 6x > X0 , Assuming (CH) we have #x = 
« «xfv o<r . 
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II. New we show that nP .=* Gx » 4 . Let -i P hold. 
Then there exist a set L c f 0, 4 J with the property C F) ? 
a micromeric collection 771 c e6t» r and a neighbourhood V 
of x auch that we can find an u^ neighbourhood of x , 
0M c U , for which the aet ^ n C L - .M ) haa the 
property n ( F) for each neighb©urh©©d U ©f .*, U c V 
and for each Ms 171 7 U a 11 . Let f M^\ be a sequence of 
natural numbers and let if^ ? be a sequence of continuous 
mappinga defined on L n 1*^ auch that f^CLn 1^1 » [0,4], 
Let ua denote 1̂  « fa^ , i& J . We may assume that i-W'C-̂ 'yJ 
Put O^m 1*^,11, J^** I^f*-*,^* for /** 2,3,4,.,. and 
let Jh^ be a linear increasing function ©f t 0, 4 J ©nt© 
Ĵ  . Let P be a Peano 's mapping, i.e. the continuous map-
ping defined on f 0, 4 J which mapa 10,42 onto 
f 0, 4 J x f 0, 4 J . Let J£ ( 4 « </, 2 ) be the 
projections defined by :rn < JC , * > = ^ C i = 4, 2 ) . 
Finally, let ^ De tne composition £^ » M.^<> ̂  • P • ^ 
and let J: C0)u CI, n U-CI^D^f 0,4 J be defined by 
P l n l ^ ' ^ for "* -* *>o> f ° * °- Clearly % ia 
a continuous mapping of the aet (0) u (L n U < 1 ^ I 
1 ffu «? co0 ) ) onto [ 0, 4 J which maps the neighbour-
hood baae U 0 ) u U { I ^ n I U > i } U - - 6 ) < , / of 
•x onto the neighbourhood base (C0)u U i J^]^ > <i }\i< oo} 
of #. CThe first fcase is the fcase in the &ub$pace (0) u (L n 
n U < Jfc I m, <* o>0 5.) 
Since the aet 0M A C L - M ) haa not the property (F), 
there exist© a natural number m,^ auch that l*, c 0M for 
a l l /rv > «n,M and further no continuous mapping defined 
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•n (L - .M )n L. is onto £ 0, 4 J , As • consequence, chee-
•ing ^ a. 01̂  o p © i^ thor« exists • p«int Afa e JT 0, 4 J 
•uch that the set 9^ f/^ ] n d - M ) n I*, ie voia. Sin-
ce Q> [L A L ] contain© ifa. , it follows oT'f f/y, J c 
c M n L n L .But then ff/Poi E M n L n L .1 z> 
* -n;o p . f^ C ^ - ^ - - - CO, 1 J . 
Thus we have proved that 5^r,M n 1^ n L 3 ** J^ for 
each M €. M . 
The spsc« ( O u C i A U f l ^ I m, -<. o>0 I ) is • subspa-
ce of £ 0 , 4 1 , therefore F (C 0 > u CL n UK 1 ^ \m. <. 001)) 
is • subsp«ce of F £ 0, 4 J . 
Let us denote by E the merotopy %f F (CO) u 
u ( L n U { L I /* <-* a*. ! )) . A« 771 belongs to F , 
the collection E m i n ((0) u (L n U < L U < 6 > J ) ) 
belongs to E . Ths mapping J1 ia continuous» hence T -
continuous and thus we have J CC7?Z3n ((0)u (L A Ui -*, I 
1 /ru < cJ0 )))! € F . But this system is a neighbourhood 
base of tX 1 it follows that CCx) e, V . This completes 
the proof. 
3*9. Theorem. Let < E, M, > be • specs which can be 
embedded into I 0, 41 ° and suppose that the Cantor discon-
tinuum can be embedded into every open subset of < £ , JUL > . 
(For example, all uncountable separable complete metrizable 
spaces with no isolated point have this property.) Let F 
be an embedding of the category of semi-separated closurs 
spaces into the category of merotopic spaces. Then &x 4- 4 
implies 0̂ x > 4<0 in F < E , -a- > . Assuming (CH), 
then 8*o< in F < E, ", > <-«* reach only two values, 4 
and <xjv K0 . 
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Proof* Let ue denote by *C the Cantor discentinuum. 
It suffices te prove that local merotepic charactera in *€ 
and in I 0., 4 J are equal. *£ and *€ ° being homeo-
<# 
merphic, their local merotepic charactera are qqual. <£ ° 
can be mapped onto [ 0 , 4 ] ° in auch a way that the 
image ef every neighbourhood in *€ is a neighbourhood 
in [ 0 , 1 ] ° . Moreover, "€ ° is a eubapace of 
r 0, 4 J ** . Thus F € and F I 0, i }*° have the same 
local merotepic characters- The rest of the statement of the 
theorem follows by 3.8. 
3-10. Remark. The space E * £ 0, 1 J has two proper-
ties which are crucial for the proof of 3*8: 
a) Every point has a countable neighbourhood base , 
b) Let A, B e E , * c A' aad let the set A be 
continuously mapped by a function f onto a neighbourhood 
0 of a point -f.x , Let V~ 9* CBll & 0 for every conti-
nueua function cy and for each neighbourhood V ef 9-** * 
Then the set A - 3 can be continuously mapped by a func-
tion M, onto a neighbourhood U of to*x . Moreover, we 
can find the function M, independently on the choice of 
B . (The mapping £ defined in the proof ef 3*8 has this 
property*) 
It is obvious that assuming a) and b) we can prove the 
theoeem analogous to 3*8 by a mere modification of the given 
proof. I do net know what class ef closure spaces has these 
properties and I have no example ef a space possessing a) 
but net b). 
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